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Round up   

Each week, children from each class write the round up.  This week it was the turn of Pine Marten’s class.    

Wow! What a fantastic term we have had.  We started off with our topic of Native Americans and finished with Lily and the Snowman and 

our fantastic Christmas production.  In Maths this week, we have been solving a host of word problems using multiplications and division! In 

English we have been discussing a variety of poetry and preparing vocabulary to use in our own writing next week. We have been looking at 

different ways to punctuate direct speech and been creative when writing our own adventures with Lily.  

  

Coming up 

In this section, the teachers will signpost next week’s learning, with suggestions so you can support your child.       

 

Next term our topic will be The Roman invasion and Boudicca.  Over the holiday, children can take a sneak peek into Roman dress and 

armour. Please could you save a large piece of cardboard from a suitable box over the feastive period. It should be larger 

than the distance between your child’s shoulder and knee. 

 

Homework 

There is no specific homework for the Christmas holidays.  Here are some ideas of activities which will help your learning: 

 Write thank you letters – focus on your spelling, handwriting and choice of words. 

 Keep a diary of your holiday. 

 Play board games together: scrabble, monopoly, snakes and ladders……… 

 Play card games: 21, trumps……. 

 Find some different APPs for times tables or spellings. 

 Go for a walk and enjoy the environment. 

 Keep fit riding your bike or scooter. 

 

Times tables 

Keep practising your times tables. Sing 

songs, use cards or dominoes to generate 

different calculations. 

 

Spellings 

Check which spellings you find 

difficult and practise these.  

 

Reading 

Hopefully Father Christmas will 

bring you some new books, so 

take the time to enjoy them. 

 
 

Our seasonal performance will be released on Tuesday and can be assessed via the children’s Microsoft account. Please log on using the details sent out 

by the school office and select their class Team. The links of all classes’ performance will all be uploaded and these links can be forwarded to family 

members.  


